Motivated by the recent experiments in fermionic polar gases, we study quench dynamics of two component dipolar fermions, in presence and absence of quasiperiodic potential. We investigate the localization of charge and spin degree of freedom separately, by probing the local and global dynamical observables. In order to study non-equilibrium dynamics, we start with two different product states, doublons (| ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ .. ) and a Neel state (| ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, .. ). We carried out real long time dynamics of the fermionic Hamiltonian using exact-diagonalization and matrix-product-state formalisms. In case of doublons, we demonstrate the transition from delocalize to localize MBL phase, in presence of strong interactions and disorder. In case of Neel state, by taking strong enough disorder, we show the localization of spin degree of freedom is also possible along with the charge degree of freedom, when onsite and long-range interaction strength are equal in strength, without breaking the spin SU(2) symmetry of system Hamiltonian. Our predictions for localizations of both charge and spin degrees of freedom should be observed in experiment with fermionic dipolar atom subject to quasiperiodic potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancement in ultra-cold atomic gases provides promising platform for studying non-equilibrium dynamics of interacting quantum systems 1, 2 . The perfect isolation from environment, and tunibilty of ultra-cold atomic gases, allow us to probe the unitary time evolution of isolated quantum systems 3 . The isolated system can go through thermalization process, where it loses the memory of the initial state, due to it's own dynamics [4] [5] [6] . The system itself acts as a heat bath, in which exchange of energy and particle occurs 7 . However, integrable and localized systems fail to thermalize, preserving the memory of initial states 8, 9 . Recently, localized many body system with disorder potential has attracted huge interest due to its possible applications in quantum information theory and exploring of the new paradigms of statistical mechanics 10 .
Localization of non-interacting particles (Anderson localization (AL)) in presence of quenched disorder was first described by Anderson 9 , where the system shows absence of transport and thermalization. In low dimensional disordered system, the presence of interactions give rise to a many-body localization phase (MBL) [11] [12] [13] [14] . In fact, the many body localized phase shows very different characteristics in terms of spectral and dynamical properties in comparison to the ergodic systems 15 . In presence of sufficiently strong disorder, many-body localization occurs in full energy-spectrum, leads to area-law scaling of excited eigenstates 16 (whereas ergodic system exhibit volume law scaling) and can be described by complete set of quasi-local integral of motion (LIOM) 17, 18 . In case of many-body localization, the energy level-spacing statistics follow Poisson distribution, whereas ergodic system follow Wigner-Dyson distribution 13 . The most popular way to characterize the MBL-phase, is to follow the real-time dynamics of some initial product state in presence of disorder and interactions. In MBL-phase, localobservable shows slow power-law decay with time and carry the memory of initial state 19, 20 . Interestingly, the transport of energy, charge and spins are prohibited in AL and MBL-phase, while in ergodic phase, one observes fast transfer energy and particles after sudden-quench 21 . The dynamics of entanglement entropy provides an important tool to differentiate between AL, MBL and thermal phases. For short range interacting disordered system, in the MBL phase, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically with time 22, 23 , in the AL phase entanglement entropy saturate to a small finite value after a short time, whereas, in ergodic phase entanglement grows ballistically with time 21 . Recent experiments in cold atomic systems in presence of disorder or quasi-periodic potential, substantiate the theoretical and numerical predictions of MBL-phase quite well [24] [25] [26] [27] . In Ref 24 , the many-body localization of interacting fermionic system in quasiperiodic potential has been shown, by observing the decay of density imbalance with time. The system has been modeled in terms of Fermionic Hubbard model and the time evolution has been carried out with charge density states. Recently, by the same group with similar experimental setup, the observation of slow dynamics near the MBLphase transition has been demonstrated 26 . In another experiment 27 , working with long-range interaction spin system (initialize with a Neel state) in presence of random transverse field, observation of long-term memory of local-magnetization, poissonian distribution of level statistics and growth of entanglement entropy has been observed.
Interestingly, most of the experiments have been performed with spinfull fermionic Hubbard model, where system has continuous non-Abelian SU(2) symmetry. It has been suggested that, in presence of non-Abelian symmetry system can not have full-MBL phase even at large disorder [28] [29] [30] . The fermions have charge and spin, both local degrees of freedom and in presence of disorder they can show different localization behavior. Numerical study of one-dimensional disorder Hubbard model (disorder in charge sector) shows that charge degree of freedom localized while spin degree of freedom is delocalized 31 . Furthermore, in Ref 32 , using t-DMRG on fermionic Hubbard model with disorder, authors conclude that after long time spin dynamics become non-ergodic and entanglement grow logarithmically. In Ref 33 , by mapping the Hubbard model to an effective spin Heisenberg model in presence of large disorder, sub-diffusive transport of spin has been observed. The restoration of full MBL phase has been demonstrated in Ref 34 , by breaking the spin SU(2) (using asymmetrical spin hopping), which leads to localization of spin also. The presence or absence of fullmany body localization in SU(2) symmetry systems is an ongoing topic of research. In most recent study 35 , it has been argued that, delocalization of spin can also lead to delocalization of charge after very long time, depending upon the occupancy of fermions.
Motivated by recent experimental progress in polar Fermi gases 36, 37 , and experiments on MBL-phase with fermionic systems 24, 26 , we study the localization of charge and spin degree of freedom, in presence of long range dipolar interactions with quasiperiodic on-site potential. To probe localization, we follow the sudden quench protocol, starting with two simple and experimentally accessible initial product sates, a charge density state (| ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ .. ) and a Neel state (| ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, .. ). By analyzing the dynamics of local observable like density and spin imbalance and also global observable like entanglement, charge and spin fluctuations, with different interaction parameters and disorder strength, we are able to show the localization of spin and charge separately. First we explore the non-equilibrium dynamics with product state without any disorder, to trace the region of localization or delocalization for different interactions parameters. Then we demonstrate the transition from delocalize to localize MBL-phase, for product state with doublons subject to quasiperiodic potential. Most prior works with long-range interaction have focused on localization of charge sector (spinless fermions). Here, we study the effect of long-range interaction on spin degree of freedom, with large disorder strength, where charge degree of freedom already localizes. Furthermore, by calculating spin-auto correlation function for each eigen-states of system Hamiltonian, we demonstrate localization of spin degree of freedom in full energy spectrum.
The remaining part of the article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we have discuss the model Hamiltonian and the method used. Section III has the results and discussion part and it is divided into two subsections A and B. In subsection A, we discuss non-equilibrium dynamics for product states with doublons and Neel state without disorder. While in subsection B, we show localization of spin and charge in presence of quasiperiodic potential. In Appendix, we provide intuitive description of localization of spin-degree of freedom, in presence of large disorder. We have checked our results with matrix product state calculation for larger system sizes 38 .
II. MODEL AND METHOD
We consider two-component (pseudo-spin-1/2) dipolar Fermions in a 1D lattice at half-filling. The effective Hamiltonian of the system can be written as,
where c σ,i is the annihilation operator with spin σ =↑, ↓ at site i. Here ↑ and ↓ states refer to two hyperfine states of dipolar atoms or molecules.ñ = (n − n ) wheren is the number operator and n is the average number in each site, which is taken as 1, as it is half filled system. J is the hopping term and U is the onsite interaction term; V (i, j) is the long range interaction term, which depend on diction and distance between the polarize dipoles as
2 )/r 3 . In an optical lattice by using feshbach resonance or by changing the lattice depth, one can modulate the onsite-interaction U . The model in Eq.1, preserves U (1) and SU (2) symmetries, related to conservation of total particle number, N , and total spin of the system. At half filling, when V and ∆ are zero, the system has a particle-hole symmetry on one of the spin components (c j,
. This mapping provides a hidden charge SU (2) symmetry in addition to the spin SU (2) symmetry, which results in SO(4) symmetry in total 39 . On the other hand, in presence of V , the charge SU (2) symmetry reduced to U (1), while spin SU(2) symmetry unaffected 40, 41 . To study the effect of strong interactions on localization of spin and charge degree of freedom in presence of disorder, we have added quasi-periodic onsite potential 42, 43 . The strength of disorder is measured by the coefficient, ∆, of the quasiperiodic potential and we choose β = ( √ 5 − 1)/2. In order to study the non-equilibrium dynamics, we initialize the system in a charge density wave with doublons (for localization of charge ), and a Neel sate (mainly for localization of spin). These product states correspond to highly excited sates in the energy spectrum of system Hamiltonian. In case of Neel state, for the interaction parameters we studied, the expectation values ( Ψ i |H|Ψ i ) corresponding to Eq.1, almost belong to the middle part of the energy spectrum (equivalent to an infinite temperature state). We have investigated the time evolution of these initial states (|Ψ(0) ), in the influence of the Hamiltonian, as Ψ(t) = exp (−iHt)|ψ(0) . In this article, we have studied the problem numerically; we have used time dependent exact-diagonalization (ED) method (for system size L = 8, 10 and 12), also Matrix Product States (MPS) calculations for L = 24 (which is given in Appendix). For precise convergence of the wave-function, the time step δt has been considered to be very small (0.005 in units of /J for ED and 0.0001 for MPS).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Clean system without disorder In this subsection, we investigate the dynamics of products states in the absence of disorder. First we study the localization of charge and spin degree of freedom with system initialize in a product state with doublons | ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ .. for V = 4, ∆ = 0 and different values of onsite interaction U . Fig.1 shows the time evolution of the local double occupancy defined as D(i, t) = n i↑ n i↓ , at V = 4 and for two different values of onsite interactions U = 8 (near the critical point of CWD to SDW transition 44 of the Hamiltonian for ∆ = 0) and U = 20 (far away from critical point). We find for U = 8, doubly occupied sites decay quickly (t ∼ /J) to a small finite value, and after few oscillations each sites have approximately same small doublon occupancy. On the otherhand, for U = 20 the number of doublons almost retain the same initial value. At U ∼ 2V doublons are unstable and can decay to two individual fermions, as the energy requires for two fermions to occupy the nearestneighbor sites approximately the same as two fermions residing on the same site 45 . Although the total number of doublons takes some finite values ( Fig.1(a) ), it suggests that system can be describe by linear combination of individual fermions resides on adjacent sites with doubly occupied sites 45 . While away from critical value doublons are quite stable and can hops slowly through second order process. 
. These charge and spin fluctuations can be related to transport of charges and z-component of spins from block A to B 46, 48 . As shown in Fig.2 , the charge and spin fluctuations occurs maximally around U ∼ 2V , while for large U , F N (t) and F s (t) saturates to a small value after a short time. As explained previously, near the critical region U ∼ 2V , doublons dissociate into single particle maximally, which re-sults in maximum charge and spin fluctuations for U = 8. On the other hand for U > 2V , doublons are quite stable and hops very slow through second order process, which leads to decrease in charge and spin fluctuations in the system. For moderate values of U , charge and spin fluctuation shows different behavior. Interestingly, for these values of U , doublons can hop without breaking into single fermions, which leads to more charge fluctuations F s (t) compare to spin fluctuations F s (t).
To measure the extent of localization of CDW product state without disorder, we have calculated the charge imbalance 24 I(t) =
Ne−No
Ne+No , where N e and N o are the sum of numbers of atoms on even and odd sites respectively. As shown in Fig.2(c) , for U = 8, imbalance I(t) quickly relax to zero, indicating delocalization of the initial states. For moderate values of U , initial states decays algebraically and after long time it tends toward zero. Furthermore, for large values of U , imbalance I(t) almost retain the same values of the initial state, indicating localization of the system. In Fig.2(d) , we have calculated the Von Neumann entropy of subsystem A (dividing the system L = 10 in two equal blocks A and B), S(t) = −T rρ A (t)lnρ A (t), where ρ A (t) is the reduced density matrix of A at time t. As can be seen, near the critical region, the entanglement entropy, S(t) grows rapidly with time t, indicating the strong delocalization in the system. On the otherhand for large U , entanglement entropy S(t), increases quite slowly or reach to a small constant value, indicate localization of the initial CDW state. The very slow increase of entanglement with time also due to the fact that for larger values of U , the initial product state with doublons very close to being an eigenstate of the system Hamiltonian 49 . 50 , where they found that, short term dynamics controlled by charge-excitations, while longer time dynamics of the system by spin-excitations. The spin excitations can move in the system by exchange mechanism (∼ 4J 2 /U ). As shown in Fig.3(d) , for V = 0 the total staggered magnetization or spin imbalance 51, 52 ,
, decay fast and oscillate around zero, while spin fluctuations F S (t), increase rapidly and after a short time, oscillate around a fixed values. On the otherhand introduction of long-range interaction V , leads to enhancement in charge fluctuations F N (t) (Fig.3(a) ). To overcome the long range interaction, fermions makes dynamical doublons, results in increase in average double occupancy,
n i↑ n i↓ with time ( Fig.3(b) ). For larger value of V , due to formation of more doublons, the spin degree of freedom suppressed with time, which leads to vanishing of spin imbalance, I S (t), and suppression of spin fluctuations (Fig.3(c) ). Thus, we find that in presence of V , the long time dynamics is controlled by mainly charge excitations, and spin dynamics suppressed after intermediate time t 40 /J, which is quite opposite to the case with V = 0. Interestingly, the short time t 10 /J dynamics can be qualitatively explain by effective exchange constant between two fermions J 
B. With Disorder
In this subsection we explore localization of charge and spin in presence of quasi-periodic potential. As discussed in the previous section, without disorder in case of CDW product state | ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ 0 ↑↓ .. at U ∼ 2V , the system relaxes with fastest rate and doublons are unstable. We first focus on localization at U = 2V , with initial CDW product state in presence of disorder ∆. We carried out the calculations with interaction parameters U = 8.0, V = 4.0, with system size L = 12 and varied the coefficient of Aubrey-Andre potential, ∆. To characterize the transition from delocalized phase to the MBL phase 24 , first we probe the behavior of local observable charge imbalance I(t) (in cold atom experiment I(t) can be measured by using band mapping technique 26 ). As shown in Fig.4(a) , in case of low disorder, the imbalance for the initial CDW state, relaxes quickly to zero. With increase in ∆, system starts localizing, and decay of I(t) shows power law behavior with time (shown in Fig.4(a) ). For strong disorder strength, I(t), saturates to a constant value with time, indicates strong localization of particles. To measure the transition point from delocalized to MBL phase, with increase in disorder strength, we have extracted the relaxation exponent 26 α, by power law fitting to the decay of I(t) ∼ t α (between 10t to 100t). Fig.4(b) shows the disorder average relaxation exponent α, with disorder strength ∆, here α is averaged over eight to nine different values of the phase factor φ, for each ∆ of the disorder potential. The exponent α monotonically decreases with increase in ∆ and approaches to zero in MBL phase 54 . As shown Fig.4(b) , α approaches to zero at ∆ ∼ 6.0 ± 1, indicate transition from delocalized to MBL phase in the system for interaction parameter U = 8, V = 4. For many body localized state, particle and spin transport are forbidden, we analyze this phenomenon by observing the dynamics of charge F N (t) and spin F S (t) fluctuations. As shown in the Fig.4 , for lower values of ∆, spin and charge fluctuations grows rapidly with time, indicates strong delocalization of charge and spin degree of freedom in the system. For lower values of disorder strength, doublons can break into single fermions (at U = 2V ), which gives rise to enhance in charge F N (t) and spin F S (t) fluctuations in the system. Interestingly, near the phase boundary of delocalized to localized transition (∆ ∼ 6.0), charge F S (t) and spin-fluctuation, F S (t), grows slowly with time, indicate sub-diffusive transport of charge and spin degree of freedom 46, 48 . This slowdown of dynamics near the MBL-transition point, have recently been observed in ultra cold experiment with fermions subjected to quasiperiodic potential 26 For large values of disorder doublons are quite stable and localize; they do not breaks into single particles, which seizes the spinfluctuation and charge-fluctuation in the system. We find that for large values of ∆ 6.0 both spin and charge fluctuation show oscillation around a small fixed value without increase in magnitude with time, which clearly indicates the absence of charge and spin transport in the system. The dynamical entanglement entropy is one of the hall mark to characterize the MBL phase in the system. As shown in Fig.5 , for lower values of ∆ entanglement entropy, S(t) (for L = 10) grows rapidly with time. Near the phase transition, the entanglement entropy grows in power law with time. This is due to the slow transport of particles and dephasing mechanism 46 . For large values of ∆ > 6.0, S(t) grows nearly logarithmic with time. The rate of the growth in entanglement entropy further slows down with increase in the strength of disorder strength, ∆ (shown in the inset of Fig.5) . After time t 100, entanglement entropy, S(t), saturates due to the finite size of the system. The slow growth of entanglement, S(t), for ∆ 6.0 along with frozen charge and spin fluctuations indicates appearance of MBL-phase in the system. This entanglement growth with time is solely due to the dephasing mechanism; as charge and spin transport get frozen but quantum correlation between distant sites can still evolve with time 52,55 . Next we focus on effect of long range interactions V , on spin degree of freedom, in presence of large disorder (∆ = 16) and onsite-interaction (U = 8). We started the time evolution with Neel state | ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, .. , which corresponds to the almost middle part of the spectrum of Hamiltonian. In this limit of disorder strength, charge degree of freedom almost freezes, but spin excitation can propagate into the system by virtual hoping processes between different sites 35 . With these virtual particle hoping, one can derive an effective spin model (with effective exchange constant J ef i,j ), where the spins at different sites interact through the exchange mechanism 33, 35 . As shown in Fig.6 , for V = 0, spin fluctuations F S (t), grows algebraically with time, due to the propagation of spin excitation in the system. With increase in V , the J to the suppression of propagation of spin excitation in the system. For V = 8 and U = 8, spin-fluctuation, F S (t), becomes almost constant after intermediate time, as there is almost no transport of spin degree of freedom.
In the inset of Fig.6 , we show the behavior of spin imbalance I S (t), for V = 0 and V = 4, I S (t) decay rapidly and oscillate around zero after time t 100 /J, while for V = 8, I S (t) decay very slowly with time, indicates localization of spin degree of freedom. In fact, we find this behavior of localization of spin, holds at U = V (for V = 4, U = 4 shown in the Appendix Fig.9 ), and qualitatively explain by the vanishing of effective exchange interaction J ef i,j at U = V . In fact, we find that lower the value of interaction strength U = V , stronger the localization of spin degree of freedom. To get more insight, we have also calculated entanglement entropy S(t), for L = 10, U = 8, ∆ = 16 and with varying long-range interaction V . As shown in Fig.7 , for V = 8, entanglement entropy S(t), grows nearly logarithmically, indicating presence of MBL-phase in the system. Where as for V = 0, 4 and 12, S(t), grows rapidly with time, due to delocalization of spin-degree of freedom in the system. Interestingly, the rate of growth of entanglement entropy S(t), with time not always decrease with increase in V . For V = 12, S(t) grow rapidly with time (very similar to S(t) at V = 4), which can roughly explained by increase in magnitude of the effective exchange constant J ef i,j , for V > 8.0 (see Appendix). In the inset of Fig.7 , we show plot of spin auto-correlation s Thus far we have discussed the non-equilibrium dynamics for quantum quench staring with initial highly excited product states. To see the extent of localization of spin degree of freedom in the full energy-spectrum, we have calculated return probability 56 , by full diagonalization of the system Hamiltonian for L = 8, U = 8, ∆ = 16 and different values of V .
As we shown in Fig.8 , the return probability C(i=4,t), for V = 0 decay rapidly and oscillate to a smaller value ( oscillation may be due to finite size effect for L = 8), indicates delocalization of spin degree of freedom over large fraction of energy spectrum. For V = 4, C(i = 4, t) decay algebraically and hinting at the reduction of delocalization of spin degree of freedom in the energy spectrum. On the otherhand, for V = 8, C(i=4,t) almost constant with time, give signature of localization of spin degree of freedom over full energy spectrum.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied the localization of charge and spin degrees of freedom in dipolar fermions , in presence of quasiperiodic potential, by taking initial product states with doublons and a Neel state. In case of product state with doublons, without disorder, doublons breaks at U ∼ 2V , and leads to delocalization charge and spin degree of freedom, while for larger values of onsite interactions, doublons remains intact and system become localized (note, even without disorder). In presence of quasiperiodic potential, we are able to locate the transition point, for transition from delocalized phase to localized MBL-phase, by estimation of relaxation exponent. We find for large disorder, spin and charge fluctuations freeze after short time, whereas, entanglement entropy increase slowly with time, which give clear signature of MBL phase in dipolar system even in presence of strong interactions and SU(2) symmetry. In case of Neel state, we find in clean system spin degree of freedom delocalizes quickly, while with increase in long-range interactions, we observed formation of doublons and enhancement in charge fluctuations. On the otherhand, at large disorder and onsite interaction, charge degree of freedom localized, while spin show diffusive behavior. Interestingly, we find the localization of spin degree of freedom (even in presence of SU (2) symmetry) when the strength of onsite and long range interactions are nearly same. The localization of spin degree of freedom, in presence of long-range interaction, is due to the reduction of effective exchange interactions. We demonstrate that in presence of large disorder, the localization of spin exists even in full energy-spectrum, when onsite and long-range interactions are similar in strength. The localization of spin and charge degree of freedom, with logarithmically increase in entanglement entropy, give possibility of existence of full-MBL phase in the system without breaking spin SU(2) symmetry. Although, we have studied the dynamics at long enough time, but there is also possibility that for very large system and in longer time scale, system may have density and spin fluctuation due to strong long range and onsite interactions, which may leads to destruction of MBL phase.
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We thank Prof. Guillaume Roux and Dr. Eoin Quinn for useful discussions. We also thank LPTMS-University of Paris-Sud, for cluster facilities. S.K.P. acknowledges DST, SERB, JCBose Fellowship, Govt. of India for financial support. To get the insight in to the physical picture of localization of spin degree of freedom, we consider fermions interacting with onsite U and nearest-neighbor interactions V , in presence of large disorder strength ∆ and system initialize in Neel state | ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, ↑, ↓, .. . In the limit of large disorder strength, charge degree of freedom localizes, but spin can interact through exchange mechanism. The exchange occurs from virtual hopping of an particle with spin ↑ to a neighboring site with spin ↓ or vice versa. In the limit of small interaction (U,V << ∆), the dynamics of spin-degree of freedom can be described by Heisenberg model 35 H spin ∼ <i,j> J ef i,j S i · S j . The coupling strength J ef i,j between two neighboring spin, can be found in the second order term of the perturbation expansion in hopping amplitude 57 J. Here starting with only two fermions | ↑, ↓ with opposite spins, and using canonical transformation of H:
Writing, H = H D + λH J in the basis | ↑, ↓ , | ↓, ↑ , | ↑↓ , 0 , |0, ↑↓ where the diagonal part of Hamiltonian ma-trix:
And the hopping term of Hamiltonian matrix:
To get the hermitian S matrix, we used the condition 
we assume ∆ > 12 and i = ∆ cos 2πβi The form of the exchange J ef i,j able to explain qualitatively, the behavior of spin dynamics in presence of large disorder. As shown in Fig.9 , for U = 0, V = 4 and U = 4, V = 0 the dynamics is quite similar upto intermediate time, as magnitude of |J ef i,j | is same for these two value of interaction parameters (U and V ). The spin-imbalance I S (t), slowly decay with time and approaches to zero (Fig.9(a) ). The spinfluctuations F S (t), also grows slowly, and shows global transport of spin fluctuations (Fig.9(c) ). Whereas for U = 4, V = 4, the effective exchange J ef i,j reduce to zero, the spin-imbalance, I S (t) remains close to initial values ( Fig.9(a) ) and spin-fluctuation F S (t), shows oscillations around a fixed value (Fig.9(c) ), indicate localization of spin degree of freedom. On the otherhand the charge fluctuation F N (t) always oscillates around a fixed values (Fig.9(b) ) for all values of interaction parameters (U and V ), conforms localization of charge degree of freedom for ∆ = 16.
To see the finite size effect we have also check the time evolution for larger system size (L=24), using matrix product operators (MPO) and matrix product state (MPS), based on ITensor library 38 . For simplicity we consider only nearest-neighbor V terms along with onsite interaction V . In Fig.10 , we have shown the plot of local spin imbalance (I s (t) = s z i − s z i+1 , i=L/2) and entanglement entropy S(t), for U = 8, ∆ = 16 and different values of V . We find that, the decay of spin imbalance consistence with small system size, for the different values of V . For V = 0, I s (t), decay faster with time, while V = 8, it revive to same initial value with time ( Fig.10(a) ). The entanglement entropy, for V = 0 increases linearly with faster rate compare to V = 4 with time. On the otherhand, for V = 8, entanglement grows almost logarithmically with time ( Fig.10(b) ). 
